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ObjectiveaaAttributional style, especially external personal attribution bias, was found to play a pivotal role in clinical and non-clinical
paranoia. The study of the relationship of the tendency to infer/perceive hostility and blame with theory of mind skills has significant
theoretical importance as it may provide additional information on how persons process social situations. The aim of this study was
whether hostility perception bias and blame bias might be associated with theory of mind skills, neurocognition and emotional factors
in healthy persons.
MethodsaaTotal 263 participants (133 male and 130 female) were recruited. The attributional style was measured by using the Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire (AIHQ). Participants were requested to complete a Brüne’s Theory of Mind Picture Stories task,
neurocognitive task including Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) and digit span, and other emotional dysregulation trait scales including Rosenberg’s self-esteem, Spielberg’s trait anxiety inventory, and Novaco anger scale.
ResultsaaMultiple regression analysis showed that hostility perception bias score in ambiguous situation were found to be associated
with theory of mind questionnaire score and emotional dysregulation traits of Novaco anger scale. Also, composite blame bias score in ambiguous situation were found to be associated with emotional dysregulation traits of Novaco anger scale and Spielberg’s trait anxiety scale.
ConclusionaaThe main finding was that the attributional style of hostility perception bias might be primarily contributed by theory of
mind skills rather than neurocognitive function such as attention and working memory, and reasoning ability. The interpretations and
Psychiatry Investig 2013;10:34-40
implications would be discussed in details.
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INTRODUCTION
Social cognition is ‘the ability to construct representations
of the relations between oneself and others, and use those representations flexibly to guide social behavior.’1 The major
domains of social cognition are including the facial emotion
perception, social perception, social knowledge, theory of
mind and attribution style, which may be separated, but overReceived: July 11, 2012 Revised: October 22, 2012
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lapped.2 Among these, attributions are causal statements that
infer the word “because”. The attribution style has been defined as the pervasive pattern to generate the causal explanation
for positive and negative events. Attribution can be divided into
internal attribution (i.e., attribution of the cause to oneself)
and external attribution (i.e., attribution of the cause to external factors).3 External attribution can be further subdivided
into external personal attribution (i.e., attributing the cause of
event to other people) and external situational attribution (i.e.,
attributing the cause of event to situational factors).4 The biased style of blaming external factors (others or circumstances) rather than oneself when negative events occur (i.e., externalizing bias) has been hypothesized to buffer the self-esteem.5
Meanwhile, the bias of external personal attribution rather than
external situational attribution was found to play a pivotal
role in clinical paranoia3,4 and non-clinical paranoia.6,7
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Theory of mind (ToM) is the ability to represent the mental states of others or to make inferences about other’s intentions. ToM skills typically involve the ability to infer intentions, dispositions and beliefs of others.8 ToM deficits were
found to be an associated factor leading to the persecutory ideation or delusion,9-11 although there were inconsistent findings in patients with schizophrenia12,13 and in non-clinical participants.14 To understand the specific roles of the attributional
style and ToM in the formation of paranoia, the interrelations
of these two social cognition domains need to be explored.
Theoretically, as suggested by Kinderman et al.15 for the
proper social reasoning of causal explanation (i.e., attribution)
of other’s behavior, the ability to construct the mental representations of other’s mental states (i.e., theory of mind skills)
is needed. If someone has difficulty to take other’s perspective,
he/she would be unable to understand the circumstances that
influenced them to behave in a certain way and then, he/she
have to be most likely to make external personalizing attributions rather than external situational attributions. In fact,
ToM deficit in non-clinical participants were found to be associated with external personal attribution.15,16
In addition to the interrelations of attributional bias with
ToM, it’s association with neurocognition has been also investigated. There are at least two logical reasons to support this
association. The first logical one is that to generate situational
explanation, as suggested by Langdon et al.17 more effortful
cognitive search is needed, since blaming others may be easy
default. Empirically, the situational information, which shaping other’s behavior was found to be not used during the attribution task in healthy participants, if they were in cognitively busy condition.18 In chronic schizophrenia and healthy subjects, the some neurocognitive functions were reported to be
negatively associated with the externalizing bias.19 The second
logical reason is the ToM performance may be dependent to
the neurocognitive functions such as intelligence, executive
function and working memory.15 This, as suggested by Kinderman et al.15 raised the possibility that the association of
attributional style with ToM may be resulted from a third variable such as general neurocognitive or memory ability, although it has not been empirically explored.
Recently, in paranoia study, the attributional style was widely measured by using the Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire (AIHQ),20 which yielding the hostility perception
bias, composite blaming bias, and aggression response in hypothetical negative social scenario in which other’s intention
is ambiguous, intentional, or accidental. AIHQ may be a suitable measure to understand the interrelationship of the attribution style, ToM, neurocognition and emotional dysregulation factors in respect of paranoia. First of all, it is possible
to measure the hostility perception bias that plays an impor-

tant role in paranoia process. The tendency to attribute the
negative ambiguous situation to other’s hostile intention (hostility perception bias) was found to be a significant predictor
of paranoia in non-clinical samples20 and , in clinical samples.21,22 In addition, hostility perception bias in ambiguous
situation was repeatedly reported to be correlated with emotional dysregulation traits, such as anxiety and tendency of anger reaction to provocation in non-clinical participants.21,23 Secondly, AIHQ can provide few contextual cues regarding other’s intention. In ambiguous situations, which are relatively
lacking the situational cues20 and thus it may be more cognitively (in both neurocognitive and ToM aspects) demanding
to make inference properly on other’s behavior. Therefore the
socio-cognitive (ToM) and/or neurocognitive deficits and emotional dysregulation factors may be more overtly emerged as
significant contributing predictors of the biased attribution style, especially in ambiguous situation.
To our knowledge, there was no study to explore the relationship of attribution style with ToM, neurocognition and
emotional dysregulation factors altoghter in the same healthy
subjects. The aim of our study was to investigate whether attribution style may be primarily and independently associated
with theory of mind skills, general neurocognition such as
reasoning and intelligence, and emotional dysreguation traits
including tendency of anger reaction to provocation, trait anxiety, self-esteem in healthy persons. Based on the previous
reports,15-19 our hypothesis was that the biased attributional
styles of hostility perception bias and composite blaming bias
scores of AIHQ ambiguous situations may be associated with
poorer theory of mind skills, lower general neurocognitive
functioning and higher emotional dysregulation traits factors
in non-clinical samples.

METHODS
Participants

Total 263 participants were recruited from an internet job
advertisement between January to December in 2011. All participants met the inclusion criteria of being between 15-35
years old. The exclusion criteria were current or past psychiatric or neurological illness history or traumatic brain injury.
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants,
and the study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Severance Hospital and Severance Mental
Health Hospital.

Measures
Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire (AIHQ)
The AIHQ20 was an attribution style questionnaire to meawww.psychiatryinvestigation.org 35
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sure the biases of hostility perception, composite blame, and
aggressive response. The AIHQ is comprised of 15 hypothetical negative situations. Each situations were varied in intentionality: 5 scenarios were accidental (e.g., “You’re dancing at
a club and someone bumps into you from behind.”), 5 scenarios were ambiguous (e.g., “You walk past a bunch of teenagers
at a mall and your hear them start to laugh.” ), and 5 scenarios
were intentional (e.g., “Your neighbors are playing loud music.
You knock on the door and ask them to turn it down. Fifteen
minutes later, the music is loud again.”). First, participants
were asked to imagine the scenario happening to them. And
then, they asked to write down what is the reason that other
person (or persons) acted that way. The AIHQ yielded hostility perception and aggressive response bias scores and a composite blame bias score. The scales for the hostility perception
and aggressive response indices were rated by rater from 1
(‘‘not at all hostile’’) to 5 (‘‘very hostile’’), and 1 (‘‘not at all aggressive’’) to 5 (‘‘very aggressive’’), respectively. The composite
blame score (range 1-5.3) is a average score of subjects’ ratings
of intent (range 1-6; rating about the degree to which the other
person committed the act on purpose), anger (range 1-5; rating about how angry the situation would make subject feel),
and blame (range 1-5; rating about how much subjects blame
the other person for the outcome). The Korean-translated version was reported to have good inter-rater reliability on the
hostility perception bias (intra-class correlation: 0.84-0.93)
and aggressive response bias (0.71-0.88).24 The internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) of composite blame bias score of AIHQ
in the present study, were found to be 0.61-0.68 across all situations.
The perceived hostility bias, composite blame bias and aggressive response bias scores for ambiguous situations (items
3, 5, 8, 10, 13) were used in this study according to the proposed analysis strategy of previous studies.20,21 To ensure that
the ambiguous items were embedded within the measure along with the accidental and intentional situations, all 15 items
were administered; the ambiguous items were rated in the context of the accidental and intentional items.
Theory of Mind Picture Stories task
Theory of Mind Picture Stories task25 was developed by
Brüne to measure theory of mind ability. Theory of mind was
assessed using a novel series of six cartoon picture stories that
each consisted of four picture cards. The participants were
asked to turn the cards that presented face-down in the same
order (4-1-2-3), and to rearrange them in a logical sequence of
events. The sequencing score was measured for each picture
story. Sequencing score were given two points if the first and
last correctly sequenced cards, and one point if the second
and third card sequenced correctly (0-36 points). The ques-
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tionnaire score as consisted of scores of 23 points pertaining to
the mental states of the cartoon characters were given (e.g.,
“What does the blond haired person believe is in the box?”,
“What does the shopgirl now think the boys intended to do”.25
In present study, mean ToM task sequencing score was
33.0 (±3.7) and mean ToM task questionnaire score was 21.4
(±2.0), which are comparable to the scores of previous ToM
picture stories task studies (29.5-36.0, 21.5-29.5, respectibely).26-28 In the present study, the internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) of ToM task sequencing score and questionnaire score were 0.72 and 0.65 in respect.
Neurocognition
The Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM)29 was developed
to measure the function of neurocognitive reasoning by analogy and intelligence. It consists of 60 non-coloured diagrammatic puzzles each with a missing part, which the participants
were respected to identify from several options. Reliability and
validity remain high regardless of whether a timed assessment or not, in various cultural groups.30 In present study, among total 263 participants, only 168 participants performed
SPM, since SPM was not available to the authors prior to July
2011.
Digit span31 was developed to measure attention and working memory capacity. In the present study, we used computerized version of digit span (http://www.millisecond.com).
The digit span is the maximum number of digits that are correctly recalled after listening to a series of digits. The digit span
can be assessed for forward recall (=order presented) and for
backward recall (=reversed order). In present study, before
making two consecutive error in same task, maximum number of digits recalled correctly forward recall was 16 and backward recall were was 15. In the present study, forward digit
span and backward digit span was found to be highly correlated (r=0.31, p<0.001), composite score was calculated as
mean of two scores. Among total 263 participants, only 171
participants performed digit span task since the computerized version of the digit span task was not available prior to
July 2011.
Emotional dysregulation traits
Novaco Anger Scale (NAS)32 was developed to measure
once experience of anger. The NAS comprises two main parts,
Part A and Part B. Part A was for measure cognitive, arousal,
and behavioral domain of anger, and it consists of 48 items.
Part B was for measure tendency of anger reaction to provocation, and it consists of 25 items. Part B grouped into five subscales, 1) disrespectful treatment, 2) unfairness/injustice, 3) frustration/interruptions, 4) annoying traits, 5) irritation, by reaction to provocation. The internal consistency (Cronbach’s
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alpha) of the NAS was acceptable (Both Part A and B, 0.92) in
the previous report.32
In the present study, only NAS Part B was used to explore
the association between attribution style and tendency of anger reaction to provocation. The internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) of NAS part B was 0.78 in the present study.
Among total 263 participants, only 240 participants performed NAS Part B since Korean version of NAS Part B was
not available prior to March 2011.
To measure self-esteem, Rosenberg’s self-esteem scale33 which is a ten-item self report, was used. Trait anxiety level was
assessed using the trait anxiety subscale of Spielberger statetrait anxiety inventory,34 a well-known 40-item instrument
which consists of former 20-item for state anxiety and latter
20-item for trait anxiety. In the present study, only trait anxiety was used to explore the relation of the attribution style with
trait anxiety. The internal consistencies (Cronbach’s alpha) of
Rosenberg’s self-esteem scale, and trait anxiety of Spielberger
state-trait anxiety inventory in the present study were 0.90,
0.81, respectively

Procedures

Each participant received a pocket of questionnaires, including NAS part B,32 Rosenberg’s self-esteem scale,33 STAI,34
and AIHQ.20 Each participant performed ToM Picture Stories
Task by psychiatrist (JIH) and psychologist (LMK, KSJ), and
done SPM29 and computerized digit span task.

Statistical analysis

In the present study, skewness and kurtosis of all rated scores were in acceptable range (<1.0). The independent t-test
was done to explore sex difference in AIHQ scores. Preliminarily, Pearson correlations were used to evaluate correlations between AIHQ bias scores in ambiguous situations and
other variables. All variables significantly related with AIHQ
bias scores were analyzed subsequently using a multiple linear regression to evaluate their independent and primary
contributions to AIHQ bias scores. Stepwise method was utilized in the regression model, and pairwise deletion was utilized for missing data. The criterion for significance was set
to p<0.05.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the subjects
were summarized in Table 1. In AIHQ ambiguous situation,
there was a significant difference in the composite blame bias
scores in ambiguous situations (male 12.3; female 13.5; p=
0.001) by sex.

Table 1. Participant characteristics

Participants
Age (years) (N=263)
Sex (male/female) (N=263)

21.1 (2.9)
133/130

Education level (years) (N=263)

13.4 (1.5)

Rosenberg’s self-esteem35 (N=263)
Trait anxiety of STAI (N=263)
NAS-B (N=240)
Digit span forward (N=171)
Digit span backward (N=171)
SPM (N=168)
ToM (N=263)
Sequencing
Questionnaire
AIHQ Ambiguous situation (N=263)
Hostility perception bias
Blame bias
Aggressive response bias

28.0 (6.3)
41.4 (6.7)
70.7 (12.1)
8.0 (0.9)
7.1 (1.3)
52.0 (4.6)
33.0 (3.7)
21.4 (2.0)
7.8 (2.3)
12.9 (3.1)
8.8 (1.4)

STAI: Spielberg’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,34 NAS-B: Novaco Anger Scale32 Part B, SPM: Standard Progressive Matrices,29 ToM:
Theory of Mind Picture Storie Task,25 AIHQ: Ambiguous Intentions
Hostility Questionnaire20

Preliminary correlation analyses of AIHQ score with
other variables

Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed that ToM task questionnaire score was found to be correlated with hostility perception bias scores in ambiguous situations. There was no any
other correlation between attribution style scores and neurocognitive measures of SPM and digit span composite score.
The NAS Part B score was shown to be correlated with hostility perception bias and composite blame bias scores and trait
anxiety was correlated with composite blame bias in ambiguous situation, while Rosenberg’s self-esteem was not related
to any bias scores. There were also significant correlations of
age and education level with some attribution styles. Summary of these correlations can be found in Table 2.

Multiple linear regression analysis of AIHQ score
with other variables

Overall full regression model was significant and the predictors accounted for 7.4% of the variance in hostility perception bias and for 18.9% of the variance in composite blame
bias in ambiguous situations. In the regression model of hostility perception bias, ToM task questionnaire score, emotional
dysregulation trait factors, especially NAS-B, and age were
emerged as primary predicting factors. In the regression model of composite blame bias, there were also independent predictors including emotional dysregulation traits such as NASB, trait anxiety and sex (female) for ambiguous situations.
There was no independent associated factor of aggressive rewww.psychiatryinvestigation.org 37
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Table 2. Preliminary correlation analyses of AIHQ score with other variables

AIHQ (Ambiguous)
Hostility perception bias

Blame bias

Aggressive response bias

Age (years) (N=263)

-0.19**

-0.13*

-0.05

Education level (years) (N=263)

-0.17**

-0.01

0.04

Rosenberg’s self-esteem (N=263)
Trait anxiety of STAI (N=263)
NAS-B (N=240)
Digit span composite score (N=171)
SPM (N=168)
ToM sequencing (N=263)
Questionnaire (N=263)

-0.08
0.07
0.18**
-0.05
-0.10
-0.05
-0.15*

-0.08
0.23*
0.37**
-0.10
0.07
0.01
0.06

0.06
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.09
0.01
-0.08

*p<0.05, **p<0.01. STAI: Spielberg’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,34 NAS-B: Novaco Anger Scale32 Part B, SPM: Standard Progressive Matrices,29 ToM: Theory of Mind Picture Storie Task,25 AIHQ: Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire20
Table 3. Multiple linear regression analysis of AIHQ score with other variables

AIHQ (Ambiguous)

Determinants

Hostility perception bias

Age
NAS-B
ToM-Q

Blame bias

NAS-B
Trait anxiety of STAI
Sex (female)

β*

Participants

F

df

p

0.074

7.3

3,236

<0.001

0.189

19.6

3,236

<0.001

t

p

ΔR2†

R2‡

-0.17
0.18
-0.15

-2.77
2.84
-2.36

0.006
0.005
0.019

0.035
0.029
0.022

0.34
0.17
0.16

5.85
2.96
2.76

<0.001
0.003
0.006

0.139
0.035
0.026

*standardized coefficient, †changed variance, ΔR2, ‡adjusted R2, Explained variance by model. STAI: Spielberg’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,34 NAS-B: Novaco Anger Scale32 Part B, SPM: Standard Progressive Matrices,29 ToM: Theory of Mind Picture Storie Task,25 AIHQ: Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire,20 VIF: variance inflation factor

sponse bias. The tolerance among the predictors did not indicate multi-collinearity (all VIF <1.1). A summary of regression analysis was shown in Table 3.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge this is the first study to investigate the associations of attributional style such as hostility perception
bias and composite blame bias scores in ambiguous situations of AIHQ with the socio-cognition, neurocognition, and
emotional dysregulation traits factors altogether in the same
healthy people. The main findings of this study were that hostility perception bias score was primarily and independently
associated with ToM picture stories task questionnaire score,
tendency of anger reaction to provocation indexed by NAS
Part B and age in ambiguous situations, and composite blame
bias score were independently associated with tendency of anger reaction to provocation indexed by NAS Part B, trait anxiety and sex.
In regard of theory of mind skills on the attribution style, the
hostility perception bias was found to be explained by ToM
questionnaire score in hypothetical negative situations in
which other’s intention is ambiguous. This finding is grossly
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compatible to the previous findings that external personalizing bias of IPSAQ6 and ToM skills were inversely associated.15-17 The constructs of hostility perception bias of AIHQ
and external personalizing attribution bias in negative situations of IPSAQ may be very similar and overlapped, which
was supported by the observed strong correlation (r>0.30) of
these two variables in the previous clinical paranoia study.21
For correct perception of the other’s hostility, it should be needed to take other’s perspective and then to understand the
circumstances which shaping other’s behavior in negative situations in which other’s intention is ambiguous. If someone
has poorer ToM skills, he/she has some difficulties of the perspective taking and do not consider the situational factors influencing other’s behavior, which in turn, may result in biased
hostility perception of other’s intention. Thus, if someone has
deficit in theory of mind skills, he/she might interpret world
as more threatening and hostile, as a result he/she could be
paranoid. Meanwhile, composite blame bias was not found to
be associated with any ToM ability. The possible explanation
was that the two attribution bias index of hostility perception
and composite blame bias score may reflect the somewhat different aspects of attribution style. In fact, some previous studies15,35 found that comparing self (composite blame score)
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versus independent rater’s rating (hostility perception score)
scores leads to different findings. In addition, composite blame
score, which is composed of the intent, anger and blame aspects, may reflect more affective component, while hostility
perception bias may reflect more perceptual-cognitive component of the attribution bias. Thus, ToM Picture Stories questionnaire score, which is cognitive rather emotional, may be
likely to be associated with the hostility perception bias than
composite blame bias. Another possible explanation is that it
might be possible that to the other’s mischievous and playful
act, someone may feel it as purposeful, be provoked to be angry, and thus blame other, while he/she do not perceive this
act as an intentional behavior to harm to him/herself. If his/
her ToM ability is within normal range, he/she may rate the
composite blame score as high or not according to his/her past
experience, while his/her expressions on the hostility perception are not to be rated as high. If his/her ToM ability is compromised, he/she may express the both attribution scores as
high. Thus, ToM ability might be primarily and independently
associated with the attribution tendency to perceive other’s behavior as more intentionally threatening and hostile (hostility
perception) but not with tendency of blaming others (composite blame score).
Regarding the neurocognition on attribution style, contrary
to our hypothesis, which was based on the above-mentioned
logical reasons15,17 and empirical findings in chronic schizophrenia patients,18,19 there was no significant primary association of the neurocognitive function of digit span and SPM
with any attribution biased style. The possible explanation is
that attention and working memory indexed by composite
digit span score, and reasoning ability and intelligence indexed
by SPM may be not associated with the biased attribution style
even in ambiguous situation at least in healthy subjects who
is not under the cognitive busy condition. For clarification, it
would be needed to construct the attribution task with cognitively busy condition just like Gilbert et al.’s study18 or to conduct the research in the cognitively impaired clinical subjects
such as schizophrenia.
For emotional dysregulation trait factors, the tendency of
anger reaction to provocation indexed by NAS Part B were
found to be a significant predictor of attribution style such as
hostility perception bias and composite blame bias in ambiguous situations. This is a compatible finding with previous reports of significant relations of aggression questionnaire with
the broad attribution bias of AIHQ in nonclinical samples.21,23
The trait anxiety score was found to be associated with composite blame bias not with hostility perception bias. This finding may explained by that the trait anxiety may be more likely
to be associated with the more affective attribution bias of
composite blame score than with the more perceptuo-cogni-

tive attribution bias of hostility perception score (see above discussion).
In addition, age and sex was significantly associated with
some attribution style of AIHQ. This finding means that these
demographic factors should be considered as independent
contributing factors in the attribution style research.
It is noteworthy that the ToM, though significant, contributed only small (about 2%) explanation of the variance in attribution style in the present study. Even after additions of other emotional traits factors and demographic variables, the
variances of attribution styles were only modestly explained
(for hostility perception bias, 7.4%; for composite blame bias,
18.9%). However, a previous report19 also reported that the
comprehensive cognitive function contributed somewhat modestly to variance in attribution style in healthy subjects (9.7%)
and as well as schizophrenia patients (10.5-21.2%). This relatively small-to-moderate sized explanation of variance may
be derived partly from the complexity of the attribution style.
This study had a several limitations. One limitation was that
the present findings could not be generalized to clinical samples, since all participants were healthy subjects. In near future,
it should be explored these associations to be emerged also
in large clinical subjects. Another limitation was that the data
of the SPM and computerized digit span were not available
in some subjects. Thus, the main findings of the present study
should be cautiously interpreted. Lastly, the cognitive measures were not comprehensive one. In near future, the comprehensive neurocognitive functional assessments should be conducted and explored the relationship of the neurocognitive
function with the attribution style.
In summary, the present findings suggest that the hostility
perception of the attributional style, in hypothetical negative
social context in which other’s intention is ambiguous, may be
primarily and independently contributed by the theory of
mind skills rather than neurocognitive function of attention
and working memory and reasoning ability. In future study,
it would be valuable to explore whether these primary relationships of attribution style with theory of mind skills might
be also observed in clinical populations such as people with
schizophrenia or at ultra-high risk for psychosis who are consistently showing the paranoid symptoms.
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